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From the bestselling author of P.S. I Love You and Love, Rosie, Cecelia
Ahern, comes an enchanting novel that leads you to wonder if Not Seeing is
believing!

Readers and critics alike adore Cecelia Ahern for her lighthearted yet insightful
stories about modern women and their often unusual situations. In If You Could
See Me Now, she takes that theme a step further, offering us a heroine who is
entirely believable, and the new man in her life who is, well, slightly less so.

Elizabeth Egan's life runs on order: Both her home and her emotions are arranged
just so, with little room for spontaneity. It's how she counteracts the chaos of her
family--an alcoholic mother who left when she was young, an emotionally distant
father, and a free-spirited sister, who seems to be following in their mother's
footsteps, leaving her own six-yearold son, Luke, in Elizabeth's care. When Ivan,
Luke's mysterious new grown-up friend, enters the picture, Elizabeth doesnt
know quite what to make of him. With his penchant for adventure and colorful
take on things large and small, Ivan opens Elizabeth's eyes to a whole new way
of living. But is it for real? Is Ivan for real?

If You Could See Me Now is a love story with heart--and just a touch of magic.
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From the bestselling author of P.S. I Love You and Love, Rosie, Cecelia Ahern, comes an enchanting
novel that leads you to wonder if Not Seeing is believing!

Readers and critics alike adore Cecelia Ahern for her lighthearted yet insightful stories about modern women
and their often unusual situations. In If You Could See Me Now, she takes that theme a step further, offering
us a heroine who is entirely believable, and the new man in her life who is, well, slightly less so.

Elizabeth Egan's life runs on order: Both her home and her emotions are arranged just so, with little room for
spontaneity. It's how she counteracts the chaos of her family--an alcoholic mother who left when she was
young, an emotionally distant father, and a free-spirited sister, who seems to be following in their mother's
footsteps, leaving her own six-yearold son, Luke, in Elizabeth's care. When Ivan, Luke's mysterious new
grown-up friend, enters the picture, Elizabeth doesnt know quite what to make of him. With his penchant for
adventure and colorful take on things large and small, Ivan opens Elizabeth's eyes to a whole new way of
living. But is it for real? Is Ivan for real?

If You Could See Me Now is a love story with heart--and just a touch of magic.
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Editorial Review

From Publishers Weekly
In her third novel, Ahern (P.S., I Love You and Love, Rosie) employs an imaginary best friend to breathe
distinctiveness into an otherwise stereotypical Irish tale. Living in her own house in a small, posh Irish town,
35-year-old Elizabeth Egan is an uptight interior designer and adoptive mother to her six-year-old nephew,
Luke, whose mother, Elizabeth's 23-year-old sister, Saoirse, prefers boozing to parenting. Saoirse's behavior
reminds Elizabeth of a painful past—the alcoholic mother who abandoned the family, leaving Elizabeth to
care for her baby sister and forgo her own childhood, and the emotionally distant, controlling father still
waiting for his wife's return. Unlike the other women in her family, Elizabeth adheres to a fastidiously well-
ordered existence—no mess, no complications, no love. But all that changes with the arrival of Ivan, a goofy
and spontaneous man intent on infusing much-needed fun and tenderness into Elizabeth's frigid persona. The
catch is no one can see this ageless man from the land of "Ekam Eveileb" save Elizabeth and her nephew.
Through Ivan, Elizabeth becomes the woman she's always been too afraid to be. He helps her reclaim the
childhood she never had and, most importantly, to forgive those who have let her down. Ahern tempers
heartbreak with hope and playfulness in this uplifting, sentimental tale. (Jan.)
Copyright © Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

From Booklist
Ahern's charming third novel takes an imaginative twist, literally, as one of the main characters in her novel
is an invisible friend, Ivan. Ivan befriends six-year-old Luke Egan, who is being raised by his aunt Elizabeth.
Luke's mother, Saoirse, is 12 years Elizabeth's junior and very much like their flighty mother, who ran off
and left Elizabeth and Saoirse with their cold father. Serious, grounded Elizabeth all but raised her sister, and
now she's doing the same with her nephew. Elizabeth is distressed when Luke starts talking to his invisible
friend Ivan, but it is Ivan who is truly puzzled when it seems as though Elizabeth can sense his presence.
And then Elizabeth actually sees him, although she believes he's the father of Luke's friend, Sam. Ivan
decides to get to know her, but things become complicated when Elizabeth and Ivan begin to fall in love. An
imaginative twist on romantic comedy, Ahern's novel should have appeal among readers looking to move
beyond the usual fare. Kristine Huntley
Copyright © American Library Association. All rights reserved

Review
"Ahern tempers heartbreak with hope and playfulness in this uplifting, sentimental tale." -- Publishers
Weekly, for If You Could See Me Now

"Four and a half hankies out of five." -- Boston Globe, for PS, I Love You

"Light, charming, witty, romantic fare." -- Tampa Tribune, for Love, Rosie

"Original and charming in a bizarre, chick-lit-meets-Harry-Potter kind of way." -- Library Journal, for If You
Could See Me Now

"She’s on her way to gaining a following of Marian Keyes and Jane Green fans." -- Library Journal

Users Review

From reader reviews:

http://localhost/gp/feature.html/?docId=1000027801


Nellie Ferguson:

Typically the book If You Could See Me Now will bring you to the new experience of reading a book. The
author style to spell out the idea is very unique. Should you try to find new book to learn, this book very
suited to you. The book If You Could See Me Now is much recommended to you to see. You can also get
the e-book from your official web site, so you can quickly to read the book.

Earl Martinez:

People live in this new morning of lifestyle always aim to and must have the free time or they will get large
amount of stress from both lifestyle and work. So , whenever we ask do people have free time, we will say
absolutely yes. People is human not just a robot. Then we question again, what kind of activity have you got
when the spare time coming to you actually of course your answer will certainly unlimited right. Then do
you try this one, reading ebooks. It can be your alternative inside spending your spare time, the book you
have read will be If You Could See Me Now.

Jack Scala:

As we know that book is important thing to add our information for everything. By a reserve we can know
everything we want. A book is a group of written, printed, illustrated or blank sheet. Every year ended up
being exactly added. This publication If You Could See Me Now was filled concerning science. Spend your
time to add your knowledge about your technology competence. Some people has diverse feel when they
reading a book. If you know how big good thing about a book, you can experience enjoy to read a book. In
the modern era like now, many ways to get book which you wanted.

John Pierre:

Guide is one of source of knowledge. We can add our information from it. Not only for students but
additionally native or citizen have to have book to know the upgrade information of year in order to year. As
we know those books have many advantages. Beside all of us add our knowledge, also can bring us to
around the world. From the book If You Could See Me Now we can take more advantage. Don't someone to
be creative people? For being creative person must like to read a book. Just simply choose the best book that
suited with your aim. Don't become doubt to change your life with this book If You Could See Me Now.
You can more desirable than now.
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